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Abstract: We propose a framework built around a JavaSpace to ease the devel-
opment of bag-of-tasks applications. The framework may optionally and auto-
matically tolerate transient crash failures occurring on any of the distributed el-
ements. It relies on checkpointing and underlying middleware mechanisms to do
so. To further improve checkpointing efficiency, both in size and frequency, the
programmer can introduce intermediate user-defined checkpoint data and code
within the task processing program. The framework used without fault toler-
ance accelerates application development, does not introduce runtime overhead
and yields to expected speedup. When enabling fault tolerance, our framework
allows, despite failures, correct completion of applications with limited runtime
and data storage overheads. Experiments run with up to 128 workers study the
impact of some user-related and implementation-related parameters on over-
all performance, and reveal good performances for classical JavaSpace-based
master-worker application profiles.
Key-words: master-worker, framework, distributed fault tolerance, check-
pointing, user-framework-middleware cooperation
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Un framework fonde´ sur Javaspace pour le
de´veloppement d’applications distribue´es
Maˆıtre-Travailleur tole´rantes aux pannes et
efficaces
Re´sume´ : Nous proposons un framework construit au-dessus d’un JavaSpace
pour faciliter le de´veloppement d’applications de traitement par lot. Le framework
peut facultativement et automatiquement tole´rer des pannes temporaires survenant
sur n’importe lequel de ses e´le´ments. Pour y parvenir, le framework repose
sur la re´alisation de points de reprise (ou sauvegardes) et des me´canismes de
l’intergiciel sous-jacent. Pour ame´liorer davantage l’efficacite´ des sauvegardes
en taille et en fre´quence, le programmeur peut introduire des points de reprise
interme´diaires au sein des taˆches de travail. L’utilisation du framework permet
d’acce´lerer le de´veloppement d’applications. Lorsque la tole´rance aux pannes
est de´sactive´e, le framework n’introduit aucun surcouˆt a` l’exe´cution et produit
les acce´lerations attendues. Lorsqu’elle est active´e, le framework assure la
terminaison correcte de l’application malgre´ l’occurrence de pannes. Des expe´riences
jusqu’a` 128 travailleurs e´tudient l’impact sur la performance globale de parame`tres
lie´s a` l’utilisateur ou a` l’implantation. De bonnes performances sont observe´es
pour des profiles classiques d’applications JavaSpace de type Maˆıtre-Travailleur.
Mots-cle´s : maˆıtre-travailleur, framework, tole´rance aux pannes distribue´e,
point de reprise, coope´ration utilisateur-framework-intergiciel
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1 Motivation and objectives
PC Clusters are becoming common facility in many organizations (science re-
search centres, financial companies...). Yet, most users unfamiliar with dis-
tributed computing do not exploit them, mainly because they do not know how
to write parallel programs. The first contribution of our work is to provide a
framework which considerably eases the development of master-worker (MW)
distributed applications for the layman. The purpose of such a distribution is
usually to speedup or size-up using cheap parallel machines. Yet, faults are more
likely to happen in that context. Hence, fault tolerance (FT) becomes manda-
tory. Moreover, in an industrial context, applications are often subject to time
constraints. For example, some long financial applications are run overnight
and their results are expected by morning to decide on the strategy to follow for
the day. Therefore, FT must also be efficient by enabling the application to (1)
deliver correct results despite failures, (2) run with limited runtime and data
storage overheads when no failures occur, and (3) waste as little work and time
as possible on failure recovery. Automatic and frequent checkpointing at system
level avoids restarting the application from the beginning after a failure by re-
suming execution on recovery from a recent checkpoint. However, it often leads
to extensive data transfer and backup as the whole context of the application
is saved. Application-level checkpointing allows a finer selection of data which
must be saved but makes application development and testing more complex.
Such an approach clearly does not fit laymen. Our second contribution is to
propose an intermediate solution, with optional user-tunable framework-level
checkpointing to ensure efficient FT by exploiting the programmer’s knowledge
of the application’s semantics.
We target applications that can be parallelized according to the MW dis-
tribution pattern. FT mechanisms in our framework are interesting mainly for
applications with long runtimes and medium to coarse grain task sizes. More-
over, we deal with transient crash failures resulting from hardware/software
weaknesses or maintenance operations rather than application development er-
rors or malicious faults.
Thereafter, we present our framework for MW applications (Section 2) and
delve into the mechanisms supporting its automatic and user-defined FT (Sec-
tions 3 and 4). Next we present related works (Section 5) and preliminary
evaluation results (Section 6). Finally, we summarize our work and propose
future extensions (Section 7).
2 A framework for MW applications (without
fault tolerance)
Our framework is designed above a variant of the MW pattern where the master
assigns each worker a new task as soon as the latter has returned the result of its
previous task. This leads to a natural load balancing as fastest workers get as-
signed new tasks more frequently. The master may choose different termination
conditions: it could be that all initial tasks have been processed. Alternatively,
the master can provide tasks to workers till reaching the desired result accuracy.
INRIA
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2.1 Virtual shared memory architectured solution
Besides master and workers entities, we can emerge the concept of a pool of
tasks and results to further structure the pattern between data-oriented com-
ponents (the pool) and processing-oriented components (master and workers).
Considering no tight-coupling between processing entities is mandatory, infor-
mation exchanges can be made through a third-party representing the pool. An
advantage of that solution is to migrate part of the master and worker com-
plexity towards the pool. Besides the software design gain it represents, this
solution allows to use existing middleware to implement the pool and to benefit
from its operative FT mechanisms.
JavaSpace originated from Linda programming model [1] and enables pro-
grams to exchange Java objects through a virtual shared memory. It comes
as a Jini service and we use it as the substratal layer for the pool implemen-
tation in our solution. Fig. 1 illustrates the resulting framework architecture
and the relationships between components: the master posts to the JavaSpace
the tasks it was provided with by the user, and starts observing the JavaSpace
for the arrival of results. Whenever it takes a result from the JavaSpace, the
master re-evaluates the distributed computation termination condition. Results
post-processing may lead to the creation of new tasks which are posted to the
JavaSpace. When the termination condition is reached, the master posts a spe-
cial message into the JavaSpace to signal the computation end to all workers.
On its end, a worker retrieves a task from the JavaSpace, processes it and posts
the yielded result to the JavaSpace. A worker quits after reading the master’s
stop message in the JavaSpace.
2.2 Developing with the framework
Restricting the form of the application code to the structures described above
allows us to propose generic classes for the Master, Worker, Task and Result
objects. These classes take care of discovering the appropriate Jini resources,
and they execute the flow of operations. The programmer inherits his classes
from ours and only needs to write domain-specific code (cf. italic portions in
fig. 1).
We illustrate this process by using our framework to distribute the compu-
tation of an approximation of pi through a Monte-Carlo method. To distribute
that algorithm according to the MW pattern, the master generates N random
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points and posts them into the JavaSpace. Each worker takes a point, com-
putes whether it lies within the unit circle and returns a boolean result. The
master counts the positive results and divides that number by N to compute
an approximation of pi.
Using the mawork (“master - worker”) package of our framework, the pro-
grammer starts by defining what constitutes a task (PiTask) and a result (PiRe-
sult):
pub l i c c l a s s PiTask extends mawork . Task {
pub l i c Double x , y ;
pub l i c PiTask ( ) {}
pub l i c PiTask (Double x , Double y ) {
x = x ;
y = y ;
}
}
pub l i c c l a s s PiResu l t extends mawork . Result {
pub l i c Boolean i s I n s i d e ;
pub l i c PiResu l t ( ) {}
}
Next, he implements the worker’s compute method (cf. class PiNonFT-
Worker below) which processes a PiTask to produce a PiResult. The program-
mer still has to name the Jini resources he wants to use since multiple instances
may be available.
pub l i c c l a s s PiNonFTWorker
extends mawork .Worker<PiTask , PiResult> {
pub l i c PiResu l t compute ( PiTask t ) {
PiResult r e s u l t = new PiResult ( ) ;
r e s u l t . i s I n s i d e = ( (Math . s q r t ( ( t . x∗ t . x ) +
( t . y∗ t . y )))<=1);
r e turn r e s u l t ;
}
pub l i c PiNonFTWorker ( S t r ing lookupAddress ,
S t r ing spaceName )
throws java . rmi . RemoteException {
super ( lookupAddress , spaceName , PiTask . c l a s s ) ;
}
}
Lastly, the programmer writes the master’s checkTermination method (cf.
code below) which the base class calls upon each result retrieval. If this method
returns true, the base class writes a stop order and executes the programmer-
provided postProcess method; otherwise it waits for a new result.
pub l i c c l a s s PiNonFTstatMaster
extends mawork . Master<PiTask , PiResult> {
pr i va t e i n t nbPostedTasks ;
pub l i c PiNonFTstatMaster ( S t r ing lookupAddress ,
INRIA
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Vector<PiTask> i n i t i a l T a s k s ) {
super ( lookupAddress , spaceName ,
i n i t i a lTa s k s , PiResu l t . c l a s s ) ;
nbPostedTasks = i n i t i a l T a s k s . s i z e ( ) ;
}
pub l i c boolean checkTermination
( Vector<PiResult> r e s u l t s ) {
r e turn r e s u l t s . s i z e ( ) == nbPostedTasks ;
}
pub l i c void pos tProces s
( Vector<PiResult> r e s u l t s ) {
i n t nbIn = 0 ;
i n t nbOut = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t i =0; i<r e s u l t s . s i z e ( ) ; i++)
( r e s u l t s . get ( i ) . i s I n s i d e ) ? nbIn++ : nbOut++;
System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”p i=” +
( double ) ( 4∗ ( double ) nbIn /( nbIn+nbOut ) ) ) ;
}
}
In this example, the Master does not post new tasks atop the ones provided
at the beginning. However, our API provides an addTask(Task) method to do
so when needed.
3 Generic fault tolerance
When FT is enabled, the framework automatically performs some operations
to guarantee no task or result is lost should some entity fail. These operations
preserve application consistency, and ensure only the faulty element needs to be
restarted.
3.1 Description of the fault tolerance protocol principles
Basically, a task or result does not entirely leave a node till it is safely check-
pointed at its new location.
When a worker retrieves a task (i.e.: take operation), it immediately saves
it locally and the JavaSpace “remembers” that task till it gets the confirmation
the worker has saved it (cf. Section 3.2). Thus, if the worker fails before having
successfully saved the task, the latter remains available on the JavaSpace for
another worker. Otherwise, the task permanently exits the JavaSpace. After-
wards, the worker keeps the initial task checkpoint till that task is processed
and the corresponding result is successfully posted on the JavaSpace (i.e.: write
operation). Hence, if the worker fails during task processing or a problem occurs
when posting the result, the task is still available and can be re-processed by
the worker.
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The master keeps three items: a list of tasks to be posted, the number of
tasks currently written in the JavaSpace and a list of retrieved results. Whenever
a list changes, the master checkpoints itself by saving these three items. In the
general case, the master does not need any other information to recover from
a failure. The “take and save” operation is atomic, just as when the worker
retrieves a task from the JavaSpace.
Concerning network FT, Jini (and thus, the framework) relies on TCP to
deal with potential message loss.
3.2 Implementation with middleware fault tolerance
The framework is written in Java and built on top of Jini services, which allows
us to take advantage of existing FT mechanisms. Firstly, checkpoint and restore
operations are eased by Java serialization/deserialization process. This consti-
tutes an interesting advantage specially for the neophyte user. Other languages
(e.g.: C/C++) do not provide such facilities and programmers have to resort
to third-party libraries which do not reach the same level of automation.
Secondly, the JavaSpace service comes in two flavors: transient (in-memory)
or persistent. We use the latter version, where the JavaSpace keeps track on
disk of any modification of its content so as to have the exact same entries upon
recovery than right before the crash.
Thirdly, the framework uses Jini’s transactions service to ensure the “take
from JavaSpace and save locally” operation is atomic (same for “write to JavaS-
pace and erase locally”): the take method is executed within a transaction which
gets committed only after the associated checkpoint operation succeeds. If the
master (or worker) fails between the retrieval of an entry and the end of its
disk-write operation, the transaction times out and the entry remains on the
JavaSpace. The transaction lease duration is an important parameter: if chosen
too short, the lease will expire before the end of the checkpoint operation; and
if chosen too long, it will take time before a failure is detected. The adopted
strategy chooses a reasonably small duration and mandates a local process to
regularly renew the lease (till the operations under transaction finish): if the
machine hosting the master (or a worker) fails, the local process does not renew
the lease which will expire and cancel the operations under transaction.
3.3 Enabling fault tolerance and restarting after failures
To use the generic FT, the programmer needs only to make his classes derive
from tomawork (“tolerant mawork”) package instead ofmawork. No other change
is needed to benefit from the FT mechanisms described in section 3.2.
Upon recovery, the JavaSpace looks for and loads its last persisted state.
Master and workers need to be specified the “rego” command line parameter to
do the same. Since it relies on RMI [2], the JavaSpace can be made activatable.
This feature automatically starts a service whenever it is requested. Thus, it can
be used to automatically restart a failed JavaSpace. As for master and workers,
full implementation of failure detection mechanisms will help automating their
recovery.
INRIA
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Section 3.1 presented a FT solution which may fall short when (1) each task
lasts a considerable amount of time, (2) failures are not so rare, and (3) the
application is submitted to soft time constraints. Therefore, our framework
enables some collaborations with the programmer which help improving the
initial FT based on the programmer’s knowledge of the execution environment
and the application semantics.
4.1 Programmer’s contribution and framework internals
The programmer may choose to enable or disable FT mechanisms inde-
pendently on the Master, Worker or JavaSpace entities. For example,
if the JavaSpace service runs on a very reliable machine, the user can choose
the transient version of the service. We thus exploit the user’s knowledge of
the target platform to save costly FT related operations. We also exploit his
application knowledge: for example, if a Monte-Carlo application can tolerate
some irregularity in the generated random numbers sequence, the loss of a task
may not be very serious and FT may be relaxed on workers.
The programmer can segment the task processing code into blocks whose
runtime is not negligible. A checkpoint is taken at the end of each block. The
programmer is thus in charge of defining the checkpoint frequency.
Once a block is completed, most of its internal variables are not useful any-
more and remembering the intermediate result of the block is enough to pursue
with next block. Instead of saving the whole process context, we once again put
the programmer’s knowledge to contribution by asking the programmer
to specify the minimum required data. Right before calling the check-
pointing method, the programmer constructs a serializable object containing all
the information required to restart the execution from that point.
Upon restart, the framework is responsible for retrieving the checkpoint and
passing the information along to the computation method. After adding inter-
mediate checkpoints to his worker computation code, the programmer needs to
specify how to resume computation from the saved information. To
facilitate checkpoint management, intermediate checkpoint locations are num-
bered according to a user-supplied index starting at 1 (0 is reserved for the
framework initial and automatic checkpoint).
4.2 Example
Hereafter we consider the code of a mock application:
pub l i c MockResult compute (MockTask t ) {
i n t i = Aux . method1 ( t ) ;
i n t sum = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <5; j++)
sum += Aux . method2 ( i ) ;
boolean b = Aux . block2 (sum ) ;
MockResult br = Aux . operat ion3 (b ) ;
r e turn br ;
}
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Let us say method1 is quite time-consuming; it is worth checkpointing the
value of i. If the programmer also wants to checkpoint after each call tomethod2,
he needs to create a serializable object containing the values of i, j and sum.
Supposing block2 result is also worth saving we have:
pub l i c MockResult compute (MockTask t ) {
java . i o . S e r i a l i z a b l e s ;
i n t i = Aux . method1 ( t ) ;
s = i ;
checkpo int ( t , 1 , s ) ;
// t : task , 1 : checkpo int id ,
// s : i n t e rmed ia t e r e s u l t
i n t sum = 0 ;
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <5; j++) {
sum += Aux . method2 ( i ) ;
s = new MySave(sum , i , j ) ;
checkpo int ( t , j +2, s ) ;
}
boolean b = Aux . block2 (sum ) ;
s = b ;
checkpo int ( t , 7 , s ) ;
MockResult br = Aux . operat ion3 (b ) ;
r e turn br ;
}
c l a s s MySave implements S e r i a l i z a b l e {
i n t sum , i , j ;
MySave( i n t sum , i n t i , i n t j ) {
sum = sum ;
i = i ;
j = j ;
}
}
Since the framework does not enforce a structure on the computational code,
it is up to the programmer to specify how to resume from a checkpoint situation:
pub l i c MockResult compute ( tomawork . WorkerCheckpoint c ) {
MockTask t = (MockTask ) c . getTask ( ) ;
java . i o . S e r i a l i z a b l e s ;
boolean b ;
i f ( c . getCkpId ( ) < 7) {
i n t i ;
sum = 0 ;
j = 0 ;
i f ( c . getCkpId ( ) == 1)
INRIA
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i = ( In t eg e r ) c . g e t In t e rmed ia t eResu l t ( ) ;
e l s e {
MySave ms = (MySave) c . g e t In t e rmed ia t eResu l t ( ) ;
sum = ms . sum ;
i = ms . i ;
j = ms . j ;
}
f o r ( ; j <5; j++) {
sum += Aux . method2 ( i ) ;
s = new MySave(sum , i , j ) ;
checkpo int ( t , j +2, s ) ;
}
b = Aux . block2 (sum ) ;
s = b ;
checkpo int ( t , 7 , s ) ;
} e l s e { // chPt id = 7
b = ( Boolean ) c . g e t In t e rmed ia t eResu l t ( ) ;
}
MockResult br = Aux . operat ion3 (b ) ;
r e turn br ;
}
5 Related Work
MW style of computation is very popular and widespread. The Internet-based
BOINC platform [3] uses the MW paradigm to harness the computing power
of internet users for various scientific applications. Given the nature of their
computing environment, BOINC applications are more concerned by malicious
than crash failures, and hence rely on task replication and rescheduling. In
more controlled environments, such as PC clusters where computing resources
are less but more secure, existing FT solutions focus on crash failures and rely
on checkpointing. When implemented “from scratch”, MW applications may
easily be made fault-tolerant using system-level checkpointing: MPICH-V [4]
provides such support for arbitrary MPI applications using the BLCR sequential
checkpointer [5]. However, such approach does not simplify the writing of MW
applications and its FT is agnostic to the MW pattern resulting in sub-optimal
efficiency. Therefore, several efforts have been made to relieve the programmer
from low-level implementation aspects and let him concentrate on the applica-
tion. MW-Condor is a MW API easing MW applications development on top of
Condor high-throughput computation environment [6]. Likewise, ProActive grid
middleware provides a MW API on top of its active objects programming model
[7]. GridRPC and MapReduce programming models resulted in middleware
such as DIET [8] that inherently follow a MW pattern. Most of these approaches
deal with workers failures by making the master reschedule corresponding failed
tasks. The master’s FT, when present, consists in periodic checkpointing of the
master. When the latter fails, the whole application is restarted from such a
checkpoint. As a result, (1) FT burden is entirely placed on the master, and
(2) all computation done by worker(s) before they (or the master) fail(s) is lost.
Using Java and JavaSpace technology, our framework proposes a very simple
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MW API to ease fault-tolerant MW application development. Unlike existing
approaches, our framework provides a generic FT where only failed components
undergo recovery. Moreover, our framework enables several collaborations with
the programmer to improve overall efficiency by relaxing the generic FT and en-
abling him to introduce intermediate application-level checkpoints during tasks
processing on the workers.
6 Framework evaluation
Extensive testing attests that an application developed with our framework
yields correct results, even in the presence of potentially concomitant failures.
We evaluate our framework according to: (1) the ease of development, (2) the
framework’s efficiency without any FT, (3) the FT incurred overhead, and (4)
the recovery quickness.
Tests were lead on a Linux 256-PC cluster with Gigabit Ethernet. The
framework used Jini 2.1 and SUN’s JVM 1.6.0 11. JVMs of the master and of
each worker run on separate nodes. An additional node runs the Jini services.
We use as benchmark a mock application where we can vary the tasks number
as well as their duration and size. All tasks share the same settings and result
size equals task size.
6.0.1 Ease of developing MW applications
Writing the mock application without our framework needed 107 logical lines
of source code (LLSC): it required knowledge of the JavaSpace API and un-
derstanding of the Jini discovery mechanism. With our framework, the mock
application needed only basic Java programming skills and resulted in just 62
LLSC. Moreover, the resulting application is fault-tolerant. We expect it will
prove easier to develop using the framework than “from scratch”.
6.0.2 Framework overhead without fault tolerance
Our framework introduces a thin layer between the application and the Javas-
pace API which may incur some overhead. A comparison of runtimes achieved
by the framework-based implementation of the mock application and the framework-
less one, show that without any FT, our framework does not introduce
any overhead.
6.0.3 Fault tolerance overhead without failures
Persistence, transactions and checkpoints are sources of overheads. To begin
with, we did not notice any negative influence of concurrent accesses: executing
64 tasks on 64 workers takes the same time as executing 128 tasks on 128
workers.
Using a persistent JavaSpace is more costly than a transient one
as it involves disk I/O operations. Given a disk subsystem, that cost should
depend on the JavaSpace entries size (tasks and results) and their number. To
assess the cost of JavaSpace persistence, we measured the runtime of the mock
application without any FT, and then, with only the JavaSpace persistence.
INRIA
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Entries (tasks and results) Overheads
Total Number Individual Size Absolute (s) Relative (%)
256 1000 doubles 4 3.3
1024 1000 doubles 5 1.0
2048 1000 doubles 6 0.6
4096 1000 doubles 7 0.4
8192 1000 doubles 8 0.2
Table 1: Entries number influence on JavaSpace persistence overhead.
Workers Runtimes (s)
Number Theoretical Experimental no FT Experimental with FT
32 9390 9392 9411
64 4710 4712 4725
128 2370 2372 2389
Table 2: Overall performances.
We used 128 nodes and 2048 tasks of 120s each. Overhead remains almost con-
stant when varying entries size (up to 10000 doubles) and does not exceed 7s in
all cases. With entries size fixed at 1000 doubles, absolute overhead increases
linearly as entries number increases exponentially (cf. Table 1). These experi-
ments verify that persistence slightly decreases the JavaSpace performance; but
that considered data volumes do not seem to matter in our case. We do not
consider bulkier data for it is far more efficient to indicate their remote location
(using URLs) than to make them transit through the JavaSpace. Concerning
transactions overhead, our experiments reveal an almost constant overhead
when increasing the entries number (till 8192) with 128 nodes and tasks of 120s
and 1000 doubles.
Checkpoint operations overhead depends on checkpoint size and
frequency. As a result, observed overhead on workers was low given the rela-
tively low task sizes and checkpoint frequency. However, systematic checkpoint
of the master (i.e.: after each modification of its lists) amounted to a huge
overhead. We believe that keeping track of the modifications only will greatly
mitigate that overhead.
Table 2 reports the mock application runtimes when varying the workers
number. Parameters are similar to the ones which could be encountered in a
real-life application: 10000 tasks of 1000 doubles and lasting 30s. Experimental
runtimes achieved without any FT (3rd column) are really close to theoretical
runtimes (2nd column). Experimental runtimes (4th column) achieved with full
FT on workers and the Javaspace but only transactions on the master (i.e.: no
checkpointing) testify to negligible overhead (< 0.8%). This setting fits a config-
uration where the master runs on a very reliable host. We expect similar results
with the improved checkpointing on the master. Achieved performances should
satisfy most users, especially in view of the low effort they have to provide.
6.0.4 Recovery delay
To measure the recovery time, we compare the failure-free runtime of a run
with one worker executing a single task of 120s, to the total runtime of the
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application when the worker fails after 55s. This yields a runtime of 176s (i.e.:
120+55+1). By introducing an intermediate checkpoint after 40s, the worker
finishes in 136s (i.e.: 120+(55-40)+1). In both cases, the additional 1s-overhead
accounts for the recovery time and results from small checkpoint size of 1000
doubles. Similar results were obtained with other failure times which shows the
interest of intermediate checkpoints.
7 Conclusion and perspectives
We have presented a framework to facilitate the development of bag-of-tasks ap-
plications. Non-specialist programmers have fewer and easier code to write, and
the resulting application achieves good performances. Moreover, the application
can tolerate concomitant transient crash failures of any of its elements. Given
not too small application grain, FT mechanisms introduce acceptable overhead.
For long-running tasks, the programmer can add intermediate checkpoints at
strategic locations, and include only the necessary data to further improve FT
performance. Performance is directly related to the underlying middleware and
is expected to improve using a performance-oriented JavaSpace (e.g.: GigaS-
paces).
Future works are envisioned along three lines. Firstly, we must improve the
master’s checkpoint strategy. Secondly, the framework can easily be extended
to funnel checkpoints to a remote location so as to guard against permanent
node failures. Lastly, it would be useful for non-specialists users to augment the
framework with automatic resources discovery, deployment and fault detection
mechanisms; we could again rely on Jini mechanisms for that.
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